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The boost in digital technology induced transformations is accelerating the 
lifespan of knowledge and skills, as well as the modalities of their acquisition, 
for both individuals and organisations. However, the transformative power of 
digital technology lies in the fact that it is both the cause and the solution, in a 
logic of rupture and improvement of existing approaches.
 
Hence, digital learning enriches simulation-based training, which has 
already proved itself in organisations subject to strategic management risks 
(aeronautics, health, etc.). Democratizing access for all organisations to 
training in realistic conditions in the workplace.

 
Moreover, instead of the old «dive in head first» practiced during integration or 
under the guise of practical-training due to lack of time and resources, digital 
learning simulations stimulate iterative approaches and reflexive “Learn by 
doing” type reflexes that today’s work and innovation require in the context 
of digitisation. Digital learning simulations integrate all dimensions of 

an effective pedagogy for learners and trainers: realistic immersion, 
understanding, confidence building, availability of tools to repeat or continue 
learning, updating courses, memorization and personalized feedback, and so 
on. 
 
For several decades, training has been identified as a strategic issue for 
individuals and organisations while never reaching the top of the roadmaps 
and priorities.

 
With such fluid digital learning solutions, organisations and people no 
longer have excuses to leave «the first tries» to the detriment of their 
customers, suppliers and patients.

Introduction by Marie-Pierre Fleury

Marie-Pierre Fleury, 

Multi-function HR Director – 

Blog Emploi & RH
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WITH A PATIENT
Never the first time...



 One of the major challenges in the training of health professionals on medical devices is to bring the learner to understand 
the steps of a procedure and to anticipate any inappropriate handling or failure of the device. In order to be able to react in 
all cases, the learner must accumulate practical experience from all problems that may potentially arise and must be able to 
practice solving them. A realistic simulation tool such as the one proposed by Virtual Training Suite, allowed us to build a virtual 
environment, soliciting the learner’s input, ability to anticipate and to react and solve problems, while allowing them to experience 
the consequences of their intervention, good or bad, so that the first time is never with a patient.  

According to the National Program for the Safety of 

Care (PNSP), it is imperative to make simulation 

training, in all its forms, a prioritised method of 

training, to be as close as possible to the ethical 

principle «never the first time on a patient.» 

The immersive nature of 3D makes it possible 

to put patients and health professionals in real 

situations and offers many benefits: Prevention 

and management of medical risk, training medical 

staff, patient rehabilitation, help for children 

with illnesses, care of the elderly psychological 

pathologies....

Dr. Claude Berney,

SH Valves FCS Manager International –

Boston Scientific
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ANOTHER KIND 
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 Our agency is specialized in the development of innovative and engaging training in the health sector for animals. It is an 
area where emotion is omnipresent. And that’s where VTS Editor comes in. The software allows us to develop realistic scenarios 
in an autonomous way. Our pedagogical engineers can even publish directly from within the solution, which allows us to become 
more agile. VTS Editor was used mainly when the pedagogical objectives were around soft skills such as communicating with the 
owner during a consultation of an obese animal, how to properly deliver a drug or how to recommend therapeutic food or pest 
control products over the counter.  

With nearly 63 million pets in France, and more 

than 40% of owners estimated to be spending 

at least €500 per year* on care for their animals, 

the veterinary sector is in full growth. As with 

humans, new health risks (bad food, obesity...) 

have appeared and require a change of habits of 

the veterinarians as well as industrialists. A 3D 

makes it possible to illustrate these risks without 

danger for the animal, promoting rapid and 

efficient awareness for pet owners.

* accordind to FACCO/TNS SOFRES and Hyperassur.com

ANOTHER KIND OF PATIENT

Gregory CASSELEUX,

Manager – 

Wolf Learning Consulting
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INDUSTRIAL
MAINTENANCE
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  Solvay needed to create a module to train and raise awareness regarding the risks associated with work on production 

equipment by insisting on safety rules. Serious Factory has responded to this challenge by offering an immersive module produced 

solely within the authoring software VTS Editor, integrating various pedagogical responses adapted to the security challenges that 

Solvay’s technical profiles encounter at work on a daily basis. This module was very popular because of its immersive nature and 

a high quality of virtual environments.   

«In terms of security, it is impossible to prepare 

your employees for all scenarios”. 3D simulations 

take precedence over the reality. Trainers can 

therefore increase the realism of the application 

by integrating disaster scenarios (breakdowns, 

exceptional climatic conditions, etc.) to prepare 

learners on new situations. This is where 

the expression «Prevention is better than cure» 

is in full effect. 

INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE

Geert Vierendeels, 

Occupational Safety Specialist – 

Solvay
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IN FRONT OF A 
CLIENT
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 For all those who have embraced the sales career, you may still remember the first time where you ended up in front of 
a client. Alone, without assistance, delivered without the safety net of a manager to catch you.... You have certainly experienced 
this anguish made of a clever mixture between consciousness of: your approximate knowledge of the product, your sales gap, or 
the lack of knowledge of the tools used to sell.... It’s a bit like being alone at Swindon’s magic roundabout for the first time (for 
those who know), It can be very daunting! If only you had had the opportunity to train on a simulator as many times as necessary 
before embarking on the real deal. Whether you are a mobile or sedentary salesperson, this is now possible thanks to the sales 
simulator and professional situations within it. The use of a simulator is an opportunity for young salespeople to overcome the 
anguish of first times and to anchor good practices very quickly. For more experienced salespeople, the simulator allows them to 
correct damaging habits by repeating the basics, or to train on more complex situations and at the level of their own maturity. The 
main beneficiary of these new technologies applied to training is the customer. Indeed, the latter doesn’t have to bear the cost of 
a poorly controlled customer relationship protocol anymore. This is in line with their greatest satisfaction, if not enchantment. 

Behavioural simulations allow us to integrate 

a recommended framework of speech to be 

able to conduct interviews of effective sales 

or advice. Thus, the sales force and customer 

relation managers work on their automatisms and 

are provided relevant and contextualised reports, 

developing and sharpening the desired skills.

IN FRONT OF A CLIENT

Wilfried ADIKPETO, 

CEO – 

Doddy Conseil
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MANAGEMENT
Never the first time...



 An interview that is poorly structured and out of line with the objectives is a source of demotivation and therefore goes against 

performance desires. Being able to train whenever necessary before a maintenance campaign is key to successful management of 

skills and therefore of the company’s performance. 

With the 2018 training reform, conducting 

professional “development” interviews and 

“performance” interviews (evaluation of the activity) 

became an essential practice of management. 

Both of them are mandatory but with different 

objectives. The difficulty for managers is to know 

how to adapt their posture according to the type 

of interview they conduct. What could be better 

than a simulation to learn how to structure 

these interviews. An essential advantage is the 

implementation of a repository and shared 

best practices by all employees.

MANAGEMENT

Pierre HUREL, 

CEO  –

GIFOR
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FACING
A CANDIDATE
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 CLEF JOB looks for profiles rather than resumes. Optimizing the chances of success and integration of the candidate into 

the company are the major challenges of our recruitment industry. For the CANDIDATE, the Serious Game is about promoting its 

projection by living the experience of the business of the company and thus to secure it in its understanding of the position. For 

CLEF JOB, it means identifying postures and situational behaviours. Additional insight into the candidate’s compatibility with our 

values. The Serious Game creates value during the recruitment and integration phases. A WIN - WIN result!  

How do we present the strengths of a company 
during the recruitment process and effectively 
raise awareness regarding company values 
among newcomers (trainee or employee)? Serious 
Games, perfectly meet the requirements that 
HR managers face; its playful dimension allows 
to promote its brand to future customers or 
talents and to quickly integrate new employees. 
The Serious Game, also a recruitment tool? 
It constitutes an excellent tool for identifying 
new recruits and test their abilities by simulating 
realistic situations of professional skills. It also 
allows you to to involve many candidates over a 
very short period of time.

FACING A CANDIDATE

Florence FOURMENTRAUX, 

Head of Corporate Strategy –

Clef Job
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AT A
WORKSTATION
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According to INSEE, 26% of people who work 
or have worked report having been a victim of 
a work accident during their professional life. 
Risk prevention is therefore a real challenge for 
companies and even an obligation in the labour 
code. To transmit the best practices to their 
employees, the Serious Game is particularly 
effective due to its playful form and contributes 
to raising awareness regarding health and 
safety. The recourse to an interactive pedagogical 
device puts training in a constructive logic of 
prevention. Its online accessibility allows new 
employees to be trained beforehand, in terms of 
their integration, and in complete autonomy.

AT A WORKSTATION

 Each distance or face-to-face training course must meet the same challenges. But when it comes to health & safety, the 

understanding, and especially the observance of the trained, those challenges are all the more essential. Numerical simulations 

allow us to transpose proven techniques into medical or aeronautical training to ensure that our customers have the best 

possible knowledge of the impact they are entitled to expect on subjects that are essential to them. One of the large-scale 

projects carried out last year enabled us to set up pedagogical elements particularly innovative and to reach a large number of 

stakeholders quickly. 

David CHERUBIN, 

CEO – 

Yusse Conseil
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IN A DANGEROUS 
SITUATION 
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With 88,273 workplace accidents in 2016 in the 
construction sector*, safety issues are taken very 
seriously by industry players. These figures are 
also applicable to other activity sectors. That’s 
why Serious Games have a real role to play in 
order to better prevent risks and improve the 
skills of the learners. Indeed, in reality, simulating 
risky situations can sometimes be complex. The 
advantage of simulations and Serious Games 
is to totally immerse the learner in an adapted 
environment, and thus make them aware of 
the risks involved. The interactive side and 
impressiveness of digital training can thus have a 
genuine interest in raising awareness of learners.

* according to Preventionbtp.com

IN A DANGEROUS SITUATION 

 The activation of the Radio Alert is a very rare event that occurs in the driver’s cab when the driver is no longer operational. 

The ASCT (Train Sales Representative) must then be able to trigger the Radio Alert (which is part of the «Obstacle Protection» 

sequence) and react appropriately according to possible scenarios, and in accordance with regulations. If training in this procedure 

is easy theoretically, it is almost impossible to organize practical work and practice in real life situations. That’s why we selected 

Serious Factory’s VTS Editor solution, which allowed us to easily reproduce the 360° environment of the cabin, and to develop the 

different scenarios so that the Agents can train as much as necessary on their tablets and thus acquire the right reflexes.  

Sébastien Laithier, 

Project Manager / Train Process Unit – 

SNCF 
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With a significantly lower unemployment rate 
in 2018, but still 20% among people in the 15-24 
age bracket*, the role of initial training and of 
universities is to give all the students the best 
possible head start to build their professional 
projects. Skill development in line with the needs 
of companies and preparing for the world of work 
is an essential issue. New pedagogical practices are 
now approved, and proven for boosting teaching 
and building confidence within students in their 
potential for success on the labour market. Classes 
reversed or even flipped - would they be on 
the way to becoming the new paradigm for 
education towards more autonomy, skills and 
knowledge collaboration?

BEGINNING OF A CAREER

 As part of the call for educational innovation projects led by the AGIR department, VTS Editor was a tool that was praised by 

the educational community. We have supported teachers in setting up classes that have been overturned on different themes: the 

design of Serious Games for job interviews, development of psychological skills and the search for the correct university. Students 

were able to be actors in their learning, deepening their knowledge of notional content, all the while transmitting this information 

in an educational and playful format.  

Aurore Ghetti, 

Assistant Director AGIR  – 

Université Paris Descartes 
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By the force of the emotions it generates, by this 
unique feeling of reaching the fullness of their physical 
and mental capacities, sport in all its intensity can 
be synonymous with joy of living and value-bearing 
universals such as friendship, respect, health or even 
synonymous with education. But sport is also the 
reflection of society and its excesses. Football 
for example, and sport media, is often in the news 
because of social problems that it highlights (racism, 
xenophobia, violence, etc.). Raising awareness in 
young people in a playful way is therefore an 
important objective to promote values and a 
positive team spirit as well as solidarity. Would a 
Serious Game be the panacea?

SPORTING ACTIVITIES

 As President of Football Together, I have been working for several years with institutions and young people to fight against 

homophobia in sport and more particularly in football. In order to raise awareness in a fun way among a young audience and to 

have a speech adapted to their generations, I created a pedagogical module of the Serious Game type with the authoring software 

VTS Editor. This is an opportunity to communicate on a «moral» basis to this audience in order to give them the means to judge 

their acts and to build a personal ethic, without being seen as a lecturer. 

Yoann Lemaire, 

Company President  – 

Association Foot Ensemble 
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Enter the era of Immersive Learning

and design & publish your Serious Games

easily and quickly.

WOULD YOU LIKE
BETTER SUPPORT FOR 
YOUR “FIRST TIMES”?

DOWNLOAD FOR FREE THE TRIAL VERSION OF OUR AUTHORING TOOL VTS EDITOR

Serious Factory is a publisher of innovative educational solutions for 
training and assessments.

Thanks to its expertise in pedagogical engineering and Gamification, 
Serious Factory supports you throughout your entire training program to 
make it really effective: acquisition of knowledge (Digital Learning modules, 
Serious Games, Blended Learning...), skill development and strengthening 
(work practices, behavioural simulator...), content update and monitoring 
skills on a daily basis.

Regarding Serious Factory

https://seriousfactory.com/en/download-form/
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Marketing contact

Guillaume RUZZU
Communication and Marketing manager

Tel.: +33 1.70.71.98.43  
E-mail : marketing@seriousfactory.com

Have you heard about 

Serious Factory is proud to present, Le Village by Serious Factory, the reference 
community site for Digital Learning.

Discover our video testimonials on the theme
«Never the first time...» and become an actor in the Digital Learning scene!
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